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(57) Abstract: A battery container (165) for battery temperature control comprises a housing (165H, 165C) including an enclosure
for receiving a battery (64), wherein at least a portion of the housing comprises a thermal insulation material for insulating the interi -

o or of the enclosure against ambient temperature. The battery container (165) further comprises a temperature control element (170,
172) disposed within the enclosure, wherein the temperature control element reduces the rate of heat transfer between the ambient

o and the interior of the enclosure. The temperature control element comprises an active temperature control element (185). The bat
tery container (165) further comprises a controller (60) that in response to a signal indicating battery temperature, controls the active
temperature control element (185) for reducing the rate of heat transfer between the ambient and the interior of the enclosure.



CONTROLLED BATTERY BOX

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the priority benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent

Application Serial Number 61/565,428 filed November 30, 201 1, incorporated

herein by reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates generally to battery boxes and, in

particular, to controlled battery boxes for lift gates.

Description of Related Art

[0003] Lifts such as lift gates are typically mounted at a structure such as an

opening at the rear of a vehicle to lift payloads on a lift platform from one level

(e.g., ground level) up to another level (e.g., the bed of the vehicle), or vice versa.

One type of lift gate employs linkages to maintain the lift platform in a horizontal

plane through the lifting range. The lift platform is attached to linkages by pivot

members, which allow the lift platform to be pivoted. When in the vertical position,

operation of the lifting mechanism rotates the lift platform into an inverted, stowed

position beneath the vehicle body.

[0004] Hydraulic actuators, hydraulic fluid pump motors, electric actuators,

etc. are used to provide lifting force for moving the lift platform. To control the

motion of the lift platform, switches are wired to the actuators for controlling motion

of the lift by an operator interacting with the toggle switches.

[0005] Said actuators and electrical motors are typically powered by

electrical power provided by power sources such as batteries (e.g., DC batteries



used in vehicles). Such batteries are generally dedicated batteries for the

operation of the lift gate and are placed in housings known as battery boxes.

[0006] Lift gate battery boxes are typically constructed from welded sheet

metal for receiving one or more batteries and installed on underbody of the vehicle

(e.g., truck, trailer) to which the lift gate is mounted. Batteries for the operation of

lift gates are stored in such battery boxes. Because battery box location is

subjected to various ambient temperatures, such battery boxes dramatically affect

battery performance, run times, charging times, and battery life. Different

temperatures also affect batteries internal chemical reaction rates, internal

resistance, and efficiency.



BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] In one embodiment the present invention provides a controlled

battery box for maintaining lift gate batteries therein within desired operating

temperatures. In one embodiment the present invention comprises a battery

container for battery temperature control, comprising a housing including an

enclosure for receiving a battery, wherein at least a portion of the housing

comprises a thermal insulation material for insulating the interior of the enclosure

against ambient temperature. The battery container further includes a temperature

control element disposed within the enclosure, wherein the temperature control

element reduces the rate of heat transfer between the ambient and the interior of

the enclosure.

[0008] In one embodiment, the temperature control element comprises a

passive temperature control element. In one embodiment, the temperature control

element comprises an active temperature control element. In one embodiment, the

temperature control element comprises a passive temperature control element and

an active temperature control element.

[0009] In one embodiment, the present invention provides a controller that,

in response to a signal indicating battery temperature, controls the active

temperature control element for reducing the rate of heat transfer between the

ambient and the interior of the enclosure to maintain the battery temperature within

a selected temperature range.

[001 0] In one embodiment, the present invention provides a controller,

wherein in response to a first signal indicating battery temperature and a second

signal representing battery voltage, the controller controls the active temperature

control element to maintain the battery temperature within a selected temperature

range for essentially optimal battery operation status for powering an electrical

load.



[001 1] In one embodiment, the present invention provides a controller that

comprises a temperature comparator circuit that compares a signal indicating

battery temperature to a signal indicating a temperature set point to detect a

temperature difference therebetween. Based on the detected difference, the

controller controls the active temperature control element to reduce the

temperature difference.

[001 2] In one embodiment, the controller further comprises a voltage

comparator circuit that compares a signal indicating battery voltage to a signal

indicating a voltage set point, to detect a battery state of charge. The controller

controls the active temperature control element to reduce the temperature

difference further based on said detected battery state of charge.

[001 3] In one embodiment, the present invention provides a lift gate system

comprising a lift gate assembly including a lifting platform coupled to a linkage

mechanism and an actuator for moving the lifting platform via the linkage

mechanism. The lift gate system further comprises a battery for powering the

actuator for moving the lifting platform. The lift gate system further comprises a

battery container for housing said battery, the battery container including an

enclosure for receiving the battery, wherein at least a portion of the housing

comprises a thermal insulation material for insulating the interior of the enclosure

against ambient temperature. The lift gate system further comprises a temperature

control element disposed within the enclosure, wherein the temperature control

element reduces the rate of heat transfer between the ambient and the interior of

the enclosure.

[0014] In one embodiment, the temperature control element comprises an

active temperature control element. In one embodiment, the lift gate system further

includes a controller that comprises a temperature comparator circuit that

compares a signal indicating battery temperature to a signal indicating a

temperature set point to detect a temperature difference therebetween. Based on



the detected difference, the controller controls the active temperature control

element to reduce the temperature difference.

[001 5] In one embodiment, the controller further comprises a voltage

comparator circuit that compares a signal indicating battery voltage to a signal

indicating a voltage set point to detect a battery state of charge. The controller

controls the active temperature control element to reduce the temperature

difference further based on said detected battery state of charge.

[001 6] These and other features, aspects, and advantages of the present

invention will become understood with reference to the following description,

appended claims, and accompanying figures.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[001 7] FIG. 1 shows an example lift system comprising a lift gate assembly

and power system, according to an embodiment of the invention.

[001 8] FIG. 2 shows a perspective view of a controlled battery box in FIG. 1,

according to an embodiment of the invention.

[001 9] FIG. 3 shows details of a section A of the controlled battery box as

indicated in FIG. 2, according to an embodiment of the invention.

[0020] FIG. 4 shows a schematic block diagram of a temperature control

circuit for the battery box, according to an embodiment of the invention.

[0021] FIG. 5 shows an example block diagram of a temperature control

circuit for a battery box with an active temperature control element comprising a

resistive heating element, according to an embodiment of the invention.

[0022] FIG. 6 shows an example circuit implementation of a temperature

controller in FIG. 5, according to an embodiment of the invention.

[0023] FIG. 7 shows an example block diagram of a temperature control

circuit for a battery box and an active temperature control element comprising a

thermoelectric element, according to an embodiment of the invention.

[0024] FIG. 8 shows an example circuit implementation of a temperature

controller in FIG. 7, according to an embodiment of the invention.

[0025] FIG. 9 represents an example graphical representation of the overall

effect of temperatures on a battery in terms of battery life and capacity versus

ambient temperature surrounding the battery.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0026] The following description is made for the purpose of illustrating the

general principles of the invention and is not meant to limit the inventive concepts

claimed herein. Further, particular features described herein can be used in

combination with other described features in each of the various possible

combinations and permutations. Unless otherwise specifically defined herein, all

terms are to be given their broadest possible interpretation including meanings

implied from the specification as well as meanings understood by those skilled in

the art and/or as defined in dictionaries, treatises, etc.

[0027] The present invention relates to a battery container system. . In one

embodiment the present invention comprises a battery container for battery

temperature control, comprising a housing including an enclosure for receiving a

battery, wherein at least a portion of the housing comprises a thermal insulation

material for insulating the interior of the enclosure against ambient temperature.

The battery container further includes a temperature control element disposed

within the enclosure, wherein the temperature control element reduces the rate of

heat transfer between the ambient and the interior of the enclosure.

[0028] In one embodiment, the temperature control element comprises a

passive temperature control element. In one embodiment, the temperature control

element comprises an active temperature control element. In one embodiment, the

temperature control element comprises a passive temperature control element and

an active temperature control element.

[0029] In one embodiment, the present invention provides a controller that,

in response to a signal indicating battery temperature, controls the active

temperature control element for reducing the rate of heat transfer between the

ambient and the interior of the enclosure to maintain the battery temperature within

a selected temperature range.



[0030] In one embodiment, the present invention provides a controller,

wherein in response to a first signal indicating battery temperature and a second

signal representing battery voltage, the controller controls the active temperature

control element to maintain the battery temperature within a selected temperature

range for essentially optimal battery operation status for powering an electrical

load.

[0031] In one embodiment, the present invention provides a controller that

comprises a temperature comparator circuit that compares a signal indicating

battery temperature to a signal indicating a temperature set point to detect a

temperature difference therebetween. Based on the detected difference, the

controller controls the active temperature control element to reduce the

temperature difference.

[0032] In one embodiment, the controller further comprises a voltage

comparator circuit that compares a signal indicating battery voltage to a signal

indicating a voltage set point to detect a battery state of charge. The controller

controls the active temperature control element to reduce the temperature

difference further based on said detected battery state of charge.

[0033] One of the applications of the battery container is for lift gates

because of higher amperage draw required by a lift gate pump motor. When

batteries are fully charged and used in low temperatures, their amperage capacity

drops below manufacturer-specified rating. For example, a 100% fully-charged

battery in 25°C (77°F) with rated capacity of 75Ahr exhibits a reduced rated

capacity (down to 33Ahr) when the temperature drops to -4°F. Furthermore, when

batteries are not fully charged, their electrolytes will freeze at a lower freezing point

as shown in Table 1 below. Thus, more time is required to charge the batteries in

cold weather.



Voltage Specific Gravity

12.65 100% 1.265 -75° F

(-59.4° C)

12.45 75% 1.225 -55° F

(-48.3° C)

12.24 50% 1. 1 90 -34° F

(-36.7° C)

12.06 25% 1. 1 55 - 16° F

(-26.7° C)

11.89 Discharged 1. 1 20 - 10° F

(-23.3° C)

Table 1

[0034] As shown in Table 1 above, lift gate battery capacity and charging

time are affected by temperature.

[0035] In one embodiment, the present invention provides a lift gate system

comprising a lift gate assembly including a lifting platform coupled to a linkage

mechanism and an actuator for moving the lifting platform via the linkage

mechanism. The lift gate system further comprises a battery for powering the

actuator for moving the lifting platform. The lift gate system further comprises a

battery container for housing said battery, the battery container including an

enclosure for receiving the battery, wherein at least a portion of the housing

comprises a thermal insulation material for insulating the interior of the enclosure

against ambient temperature. The lift gate system further comprises a temperature

control element disposed within the enclosure, wherein the temperature control

element reduces the rate of heat transfer between the ambient and the interior of

the enclosure.

[0036] In one embodiment, the temperature control element comprises an

active temperature control element. In one embodiment, the lift gate system further

includes a controller that comprises a temperature comparator circuit that



compares a signal indicating battery temperature to a signal indicating a

temperature set point to detect a temperature difference therebetween. Based on

the detected difference, the controller controls the active temperature control

element to reduce the temperature difference.

[0037] In one embodiment, the controller further comprises a voltage

comparator circuit that compares a signal indicating battery voltage to a signal

indicating a voltage set point to detect a battery state of charge. The controller

controls the active temperature control element to reduce the temperature

difference further based on said detected battery state of charge.

[0038] FIG. 1 shows an example lift system 100 comprising a lift gate

assembly 10 1 and power system 141 , according to an embodiment of the

invention. The lift gate assembly 10 1 is attached to a vehicle (bed of truck, partially

shown) and includes a platform 142 (shown in unfolded and lowered position)

coupled to a support frame 143 via a lift linkage 144, wherein the platform 142 is

capable of being moved (lowered/raised) by a hydraulic actuator 111A via the lift

linkage 144.

[0039] In this embodiment, the power system 141 comprises an electric

pump motor 65 coupled to a hydraulic pump 116 by a coupler 116B to directly

drive the pump 116 . The coupler 116B may comprise a rotating axle connected

between crank shaft of the motor 65 and the pump 116 or may comprise a viscous

coupling, etc. The pumping action of the pump 116 directs hydraulic fluid from the

reservoir 116A to the manifold 117, and hydraulic fluid from the manifold 117 flows

to the hydraulic actuator 111A using pipes/tubes.

[0040] A keypad 56 includes user operable interface such as buttons,

levers, etc., for receiving operator commands for operating the lift gate (e.g.,

lower/raise platform, stow/unstow lift gate). The keypad 56 may also include

display devices (and may include audio devices) for providing the operator with



information about one or more of the lift gate, the actuator system, the power

system, etc. The operator commands from the keypad 56 are processed by a main

controller 50 for controlling operation of the lift gate 101 .

[0041] In one embodiment, the main controller 50 functions to ensure that

the power system (e.g., pump motor and the actuator system) operates in a way to

provide proper level of power (such as electrical power) to the lift gate as

demanded by operation of the lift gate assembly 101 from an operator. The main

controller 50 controls operation of the lift gate based on certain operational

parameters of the lift gate assembly 10 1 . For example, after powering on, sensor

data are obtained by the controller 50. Sensor data may include, for example,

power supply voltages from a battery 64, electric current, cycle of the operation of

the lift, and load on the lift, etc.

[0042] In one example, the electric motor 65 may installed in a housing

mounted on a frame of the vehicle (e.g., under the vehicle bed) near the hydraulic

system and coupled to the pump motor 65 to drive the pump 116 (e.g., via an axle,

viscous coupling, etc.). The main controller 50 may be placed in a pump box with

the pump motor 65 and the hydraulic pump 116, and connected to various

sensors, the pump motor 65, valves, the lift gate key pad 56, etc. The main

controller 50 may also be placed elsewhere on the vehicle, and connected to

various sensors, the pump motor 65, the valves, the lift gate key pad 56, etc.

[0043] In one embodiment, the lift gate system 100 further includes a

battery container comprising a controlled battery box 165 that houses a DC power

supply for the lift gate system. In one embodiment, the DC power supply

comprises one or more batteries 64 that provide electrical power for operation of

the lift gate assembly 10 1 as described above. In one embodiment of the

invention, the controlled battery box 165 provides a barrier to the ambient

temperature for the battery 64. In another embodiment, the controller battery box

actively maintains battery temperature at a desired range.



[0044] In one embodiment, the controlled battery box 165 provides

conditioning of battery temperature important to lift gate operation, such that

batteries remain efficient and properly charged for use. The controlled battery box

165 eliminates complex methods to charge batteries in low temperatures (e.g.,

increasing the charging voltage to batteries). The controlled battery box 165

provides temperature control for batteries stored therein, such that battery capacity

remains high.

[0045] In one embodiment, the controlled battery box 165 includes one or

more temperature control elements comprising one or more passive temperature

control elements and/or one or more active temperature control elements.

[0046] FIG. 2 shows a perspective view of an embodiment of the controlled

battery box 165, according to the present invention, with cut-out portions revealing

structure and components of the controlled battery box 165. The controlled battery

box 165 comprises an essentially rectangular housing 165H having four side walls

and a base wall, and a cover 165C that is removably attached to the housing

165H. The housing 165H and cover 165C together provide an enclosure for

housing one or more batteries 64 therein.

[0047] In one embodiment of the invention, the housing 165H and cover

165C are made of low thermal conductivity material such as plastics, to act as an

insulator as well as a weather elements barrier. A battery box 165 made of plastic

material functions as a first barrier to ambient temperature (e.g., heat or cold). For

comparison, a steel battery box has a thermal conductivity in units of watts per

meter Kelvin of 52W/mK - 54W/mK, whereas a plastic battery box has a thermal

conductivity in units of watts per meter Kelvin of 0.1 9W/mK - 0.51 W/mK.

[0048] FIG. 3 shows details of a section A of the controlled battery box 165

as indicated in FIG. 2 . As illustrated, the controlled battery box 165 further

comprises multiple elongated planar support bars 167 that are disposed in parallel



and spaced from one another in a plane, providing a rigid support mechanism for

supporting the weight of one or more batteries 64.

[0049] The controlled battery box 165 further comprises an essentially

rectangular and planar steel plate 168 separated from the support bars 167 by one

or more spacers 169 (e.g., cylindrical washer) disposed between at least one of

the support bars 167 and the steel plate 168 at the corners thereof, as shown. In

one implementation, the support bars 167 are made of steel bars and are used to

distribute battery weight and all other assembly evenly in the battery box 165.

[0050] The controlled battery box 165 further comprises an essentially

planar aluminum plate 171 separated from the steel plate 168 by one or more

spacers 169 (e.g., cylindrical washer) disposed between the steel plate 168 and

the aluminum plate 17 1 at corners thereof.

[0051] The steel plate 168 holds all the batteries 64 in place and provides a

flat level surface for the control element 170 and batteries 64. The aluminum plate

is used to transfer heat evenly to the batteries and works as impact barrier to the

temperature control element 170.

[0052] In one embodiment of the invention, the controlled battery box 165

further comprises a temperature control element 170 disposed (i.e., "sandwiched")

between the steel plate 168 and the aluminum plate 17 1 . In one embodiment, the

temperature control element 170 is essentially planar and of the same planar

dimensions as that steel plate 168 and the aluminum plate 171 .

[0053] As shown in FIG. 3, a top spacer 169 is used to align the

temperature control element 170 in place and to prevent overtightening on the

temperature control element 170. A bottom spacer 169 is used to minimize heat

transfer from the steel plate 168 to the support plates 167. In one embodiment, the

temperature control element 170 is made of rubber material.



[0054] In one embodiment of the invention, the controlled battery box 165

further comprises a temperature control element 172 (FIG. 2) surrounding the

batteries 64 along interior of the walls of the battery box 165. In the example

shown in FIG. 2, the control element 172 is planar and is disposed in the battery

box 165 along interior of the walls of the battery box 165 to encircle the batteries

64.

[0055] In use of the controlled battery box 165, each battery 64 is placed in

the housing 165H on the aluminum plate 17 1 , wherein the temperature control

element 170 is situated below the battery 64, and the temperature control element

172 surrounds the battery 64 within the housing 165H.

[0056] In one embodiment of the invention, only the temperature control

element 170 is present in the battery box 165. In another embodiment of the

invention, only the temperature control element 172 is present in the battery box

165. In another embodiment of the invention both temperature control elements

170 and 172 are present in the battery box 165, wherein the temperature control

elements 170 and 172 in combination provide a surround for the batteries 64 from

below and sides, respectively.

[0057] In one embodiment of the invention, the controlled battery box 165

includes one or more passive temperature control elements and/or one or more

active temperature control elements. For example, in one implementation, the

temperature control element 170 comprises a passive temperature control element

including low thermal conductivity material to act as a thermal insulator.

[0058] In another implementation, the temperature control element 172

comprises a passive temperature control element including low thermal

conductivity material to act as a thermal insulator. In one implementation, the

temperature control element 172 comprises a passive insulator wrap to surround

the batteries, for retaining desired temperatures set points in the battery box 165.



[0059] In one embodiment of the invention, the temperature control element

170 comprises an active temperature control element, and the temperature control

element 172 comprises a passive temperature control element.

[0060] In another embodiment of the invention, the temperature control

element 172 comprises an active temperature control element, and the

temperature control element 170 comprises a passive temperature control

element.

[0061] In another embodiment of the invention, the temperature control

element 170 comprises an active temperature control element, and the

temperature control element 172 comprises an active temperature control element.

[0062] Further, the cover 165C may further have an active or a passive

temperature control unit facing the batteries 64.

[0063] According to embodiments of the invention, a passive temperature

control element comprises insulation warp material (thermal insulator) disposed

within the battery box 165. The passive temperature control element provides as a

second ambient temperature barrier to retain desired temperatures around the

batteries 64 within the battery box 165. In one example, the passive temperature

control element comprises insulation material constructed from acid-resistant

composites, with about 0.25 inch (0.635 cm) thickness. Other insulators and

thicknesses can be used to reduce heat transfer between interior of the battery

box 165 and the exterior environment of the battery box 165, as described herein

according to embodiments of the invention.

[0064] According to an embodiment of the invention, an active temperature

control element comprises a heating element. An example heating element

comprises an electric heating pad with a heating element therein, wherein the pad

is about 0.25 inch thick (0.635 cm) thick. Other heating pads and thicknesses can



be used to reduce heat transfer between interior of the battery box 165 and the

exterior environment of the battery box 165, as described herein according to

embodiments of the invention.

[0065] According to another embodiment of the invention, an active

temperature control element comprises a thermoelectric heating/cooling device. In

one embodiment, a thermoelectric heating/cooling device comprises a

thermoelectric pad about 1.25 inches (3.1 75 cm) thick. The thermoelectric pad

includes a heat sink extended out through battery box assembly from bottom.

Other active temperature control elements and thicknesses can be used to reduce

heat transfer between interior of the battery box 165 and the exterior environment

of the battery box 165, as described herein according to embodiments of the

invention.

[0066] For an active temperature control element, the power system 141

further comprises a temperature controller that actively maintains temperature

within the controlled battery box 165 by selectively controlling operation of each

active temperature control element for the controlled battery box 165. In one

embodiment of the invention, in response to a signal from a temperature sensor

indicating battery temperature, the temperature controller controls the active

temperature control element to generate a heating or cooling effect as needed, to

reduce the rate of heat transfer between the ambient and the interior of the

enclosure, thereby maintaining battery temperature within a selected temperature

range. The temperature controller can be placed within the battery box 165.

[0067] FIG. 4 shows a schematic block diagram of a temperature control

circuit 180 for the battery box 165, according to an embodiment of the invention.

The temperature control circuit 180 comprises a temperature controller 60 as

described and an active temperature control element 185. In one embodiment of

the invention, said temperature control element 170 comprises the active

temperature control element 185. In one embodiment of the invention, said



temperature control element 172 comprises the active temperature control element

185.

[0068] In one embodiment of the invention, the active temperature control

element 185 comprises an electric heating element as described, wherein when

activated by the controller 60, the heating element generates heat to increase the

temperature within the battery box 165. In one embodiment, the active

temperature control element 185 comprises a thermoelectric device/element,

which, when activated by the controller 60, can increase or decrease the

temperature within the battery box 165. The thermoelectric device increases

temperature within the battery box 165 by generating heat as signaled by the

controller 60. The thermoelectric device decreases temperature within the battery

box 165 by providing cooling (e.g., sinking heat) as signaled by the controller 60.

[0069] The active temperature control element 185 is controlled by the

temperature controller 60 based on signals from one or more temperature sensors

18 1 . In one embodiment, an ambient temperature sensor 18 1 is disposed in the

battery box 165 to provide the temperature controller 60 with real-time temperature

feedback information indicative of temperature within the battery box 165. In a

preferred embodiment of the invention, the temperature sensor 18 1 is disposed in

the battery box 165 in such a way to provide real-time temperature feedback

information indicative of the temperature of a battery 64 within the controller box

165.

[0070] In one embodiment of the invention, the temperature controller 60

includes a proportional integral derivative (PID) controller circuit comprising a

feedback controller that calculates an error value as the difference between

temperature measured by the temperature sensor 18 1 and a desired temperature

set point for the interior of the battery box (or preferably a desired temperature set

point for the battery, such as about 25°C). The controller 60 attempts to minimize



the error value by adjusting the control inputs to the active temperature control

element 185 for changing the temperature in the control box 165 by heat transfer.

[0071] FIG. 5 shows an example block diagram of the temperature control

circuit 180 wherein the active temperature control element 185 comprises a

resistive heating element, according to an embodiment of the invention. FIG. 6

shows a circuit schematic of an example implementation of the temperature

controller 60 of FIG. 5,according to an embodiment of the invention. Referring to

FIG. 5 in conjunction with FIG. 6, a vehicle engine alternator 1 normally supplies

electrical power for charging connected lift gate batteries 64. In one embodiment,

a batteries charger 3 source may also be used as an external AC power to charge

the batteries 64 when the lift gate is idle (e.g., stowed), which maintains batteries

64 fully charged for optimum temperature set condition.

[0072] A hydraulic lift electrical module 4 comprises electrical valve

solenoids, starter solenoid, and electrical motor for the lift gate. Temperature

sensor 18 1 comprises a thermal resistor (thermistors) which changes its

resistance with temperature. Thermistor resistance changes drastically with

temperature such that in one example there can be 100 Ohms or more of change

per temperature degree. Preferably, temperature sensor 18 1 is mounted on a

negative post of a battery 64 (the battery post is most accurate of inner battery

temperature). A battery voltage sensor 6 senses voltage of batteries 64. In one

embodiment, voltage sensor 6 comprises a copper conductor with extremely low

current draw and negligible voltage drop for sensing battery voltage.

[0073] The temperature controller 60 comprises a voltage comparator circuit

8 that compares two input signals (i.e., compares a sensed battery voltage to a

voltage set point) and switches its output to indicate which is larger. The

temperature controller 60 further comprises a temperature comparator circuit 10

which compares input signals representing temperature (i.e., compares a sensed



temperature to a temperature set point) and switches its output to indicate which is

larger.

[0074] The voltage comparator circuit 8 and the temperature comparator

circuit 10 operate independently from each other. The voltage comparator circuit 8

compares battery voltage sensor signals to voltage set points, and based on the

comparison outputs a high or low signal (e.g., high signal = 5V, low signal = 0V) to

a logic driver 11 for a temperature control element 185. The temperature

comparator circuit 10 compares temperature sensor signals to temperature set

points and based on the comparison, outputs a high or low signal to the logic

driver 11. The logic diver 11 will only activate its output when the set conditions of

its inputs are met, as described further below. The logic driver 11 activates a

heating element driver 12, which provides power from batteries 64 to activate the

temperature control element 185.

[0075] In one embodiment, the voltage comparator circuit 8 comprises

voltage comparators 8A and 8B, which activate based on input voltage level of the

batteries 64. In one example implementation, the voltage comparator 8A has a

voltage set point range of 13.1V to 12.6V, selected based on state of charge of the

batteries 64. The voltage set point 13.1 0V indicates that the batteries 64 are at

100% charge, and the voltage set point 12.60V indicates the batteries 64 are at

96% charge. With this example set-point range, the voltage comparator 8A can

operate using up to 4% of battery power from batteries 64. The comparator 8A will

not operate if the sensed voltage of batteries 64 is under 12.60V, thereby allowing

the batteries 64 to slow and low warm up when the vehicle engine (i.e., alternator

1) is OFF. The comparator 8A activates a trickle power circuit 9 when the vehicle

engine alternator 1 is OFF.

[0076] At this set condition comparator 8A will power up trickle circuit 9 to

go high "ON" for 4 minutes and low "OFF" for 16 minutes into logic driver L 1 pinl ,

thus heat element 185 will be ON for 4 minutes and OFF for 16 minutes. The heat



element 185 may or may not warm up batteries temperature completely. Because

heat element 185 ON time is shorter than OFF time (not continues with this set

condition oscillator mode) batteries warming time is slower with low retaining

temperatures. For example, if the set conditions above are met (engine OFF,

battery range 13.1 0V to 12.60V, and temperature is - 10°C), the heat element 185

will be active to warm up batteries 64 for 4 minutes. However, heat element 185

may elevate batteries temperature up to 25%, and cool down to 15% when the

heat element 185 is OFF for 16 minutes. On the second cycle of 4 minutes ON,

the heat element 185 will elevate batteries temperature up to additional 25%, with

the remaining 10% warm temperature from previous cycle, batteries temperature

total up to 35%, and then down to 25% when the heat pad is OFF for 16 minutes.

This cycling mode will slowly warm up batteries with low temperature retained from

the number of cycles occurring up to 5 hours depending on the batteries state of

charge. The purpose of this mode is to keep batteries temperature elevated as

possible so that when the alternator 1 is started, the comparator 8A will turn OFF

and deactivate trickle power 9, and batteries will warm up faster rather than

starting at extreme lower temperatures.

[0077] The temperature comparator circuit 10, similar to the voltage

comparator function, uses thermistor resistance voltage output of the temperature

sensor 18 1 for comparison. Voltage from thermistor 18 1 is typically connected to

a voltage regulator supply 7 built in the circuit 180. The voltage regulator 7

maintains constant voltage level.

[0078] In one embodiment, the temperature comparator circuit 10 comprises

temperature comparators 10A and 10B, which compare input signals representing

temperature. Temperature comparator circuit 10 which compare input signals

representing temperature (i.e., compares a sensed temperature to a temperature

set point), and switches its output to indicate which is larger.



[0079] In one example, the temperature comparator 10A compares a

sensed temperature (from the temperature sensor 18 1) to a temperature set point

of about - 10°C. If the sensed temperature drops below about - 10°C, the

temperature comparator 10A generates an output signal to cause the heating

element 185 to increase the temperature within the battery box 185. This prevents

battery ambient temperature within the battery box 165 from dropping below about

-10°C, thus allowing shorter battery warm up time for proper operation of the

battery 64.

[0080] In one embodiment of the invention, with a temperature set point of -

10°C for the temperature comparator 10A, the output signal of the temperature

comparator 10A causes activation of the heating element 185 only with trickle

power circuit 9 activated by the voltage comparator 8A with voltage set point

between 13.1 0V and 12.60V.

[0081] In one example, the temperature comparator 10B compares a

sensed temperature (from the temperature sensor 18 1) to a temperature set point

of about 5°C. If the sensed temperature drops below about 5°C, the temperature

comparator 10B generates an output signal to cause the heating element 185 to

increase the temperature within the battery box 185. This prevents battery ambient

temperature within the battery box 165 from dropping below about 5°C.

[0082] In one embodiment, with a temperature set point of 5°C for the

temperature comparator 10B, the output signal of the temperature comparator 10B

causes activation of the heating element 185 only with a voltage set point of

between about 13.40V and 15.00V for voltage comparator 8B. The voltage

comparator 8B has a set point voltage range of 13.4V to 15.0V and is used to

indicate that the vehicle engine alternator 1 is ON.

[0083] The trickle power circuit 9 comprises an ON/OFF oscillator circuit

activated when the voltage set point condition for voltage comparator 8A is met



(i.e., when sensed battery voltage at comparator 8A voltage is between 13.1 0V

and 12.60V to indicate that the engine is OFF, whereby the comparator 8A output

becomes high to activate the trickle power circuit 9). In one example, the oscillator

signals for 4 minutes ON and 16 minutes OFF continually, to the logic driver 11

that drives the heating element driver 12 for powering the heating element 185.

The purpose of the ON/OFF mode is for lowering power consumption from battery

64, and the battery 64 is activated for powering the heating element 185 only when

its voltage is at 13.1 0V but not under 12.60V, to preserve battery state of charge.

[0084] In one embodiment, the logic driver 11 comprises logic drivers L 1

and L2 which are low signal components to activate or to deactivate the heating

element driver 12. In one example, the aforementioned set conditions for logic

driver L 1 include: (a) sensed battery voltage input to voltage comparator 8A is

under a voltage set point of about 13.1 0V and over 12.60V (thus activating trickle

power circuit 9), and (b) a sensed temperature input to the temperature

comparator 10A is under a temperature set point of about - 10° C. In one example

the set conditions for the logic driver L2 include: (a) a sensed battery voltage input

to voltage comparator 8B is under a voltage set point of about 15.00V and over

13.40V, and (b) a sensed temperature input to the temperature comparator 10B is

under a temperature set-point of about 5° C. The temperature and voltage set

point and ranges provided herein are examples only and other values may also be

selected for proper battery operation, as those skilled in the art with recognize.

[0085] The circuit logic driver L 1 of the logic driver 11 is coupled to the

output signal from the trickle power circuit 9, wherein the circuit logic driver L 1

activates the heating element 185 (via driver 12) when sensed battery temperature

conditions are at or under about -10°C, in one example.

[0086] In one embodiment of the invention, the engine alternator 1 is the

primary source for powering the active temperature control elements. For example,

when voltage of batteries 64 is between 15.00V and 13.40V, the engine alternator



1 is the primary source for powering the active temperature control element.

However, the batteries 64 may power the active temperature control element only

if there is sufficient battery charge (e.g., 96% or more of battery state of charge),

as monitored by the voltage comparator 8A (e.g., voltage set point of about 13.1 0V

to 12.60V for the voltage comparator 8A, along with trickle power from circuit 9 for

batteries 64) .

[0087] In one embodiment, if the temperature sensed by the sensor 18 1 is

greater than the temperature set-point, the heating element 12 will remain OFF. In

one example, this provides trickle power from the circuit 9 when the temperature

sensor 18 1 senses a battery ambient temperature of about - 10°C. This maintains

battery ambient temperature above - 10°C (e.g., for 5 hours) within the battery box

165.

[0088] As noted, the logic diver 11 will only activate its output when the set

conditions of the logic drivers L 1 and L2 are met. An example logic driver

comprises an AND gate. As shown in FIG. 6, input pinl and pin2 of gate L 1 must

have high signals to activate output pin3 to high. Similarly, input pinl and pin2 of

gate L2 must have high signals to activate output pin3 to high. As such, the logic

(AND GATE) set condition for L 1 , L2, are as follows:

pinl high + pin2 high = pin3 high (element driver 12 is ON)

pinl low + pin 2 high = pin3 low (element driver 12 is OFF)

pinl high + pin2 low = pin3 low (element driver 12 is OFF)

pinl low + pin2 low = pin3 low (element driver 12 is OFF)

[0089] In one example application, if the sensed battery voltage at voltage

comparator 8A is between 13.1 0V and 12.60V, the voltage comparator 8A sends a

signal high to activate trickle signal 9 to high and then to logic driver L 1 input pinl ,

however if the temperature sensor 18 1 senses -9°C, the temperature comparator

10A will not activate, thus the input signal to the logic driver L 1 input pin2 is low.



Thus, output pin3 of logic L 1 does activate (remains low) and does not generate a

signal to drive (activate) the heat elements driver 12 .

[0090] In another example application, if the sensed battery voltage at

voltage comparator 8A is under 12.60V, the voltage comparator 8A generates a

low signal whereby the trickle signal 9 is not activated, causing a low signal to pinl

of logic driver L 1 , however if the temperature sensor 18 1 is senses - 1 1°C, the

temperature comparator 10A activates and sends a low signal to pin 2 of the logic

driver L 1 . Thus, logic L 1 output pin3 does not activate (remains low) without

generating a signal to drive the heat elements driver 12.

[0091] A heater element driver 12 comprises a 20 ampere power MOSFET

controlled by circuit logic outputs. The heating element 185 converts electricity into

heat through resistive heating, wherein passage of an electrical current through

the element 185 encounters resistance resulting in heating of the element 185 and

increasing the temperature within the battery box 165.

[0092] FIG. 7 shows an example block diagram of the temperature control

circuit 180 wherein the active temperature control element 185 comprises a

thermoelectric element for heating and cooling, according to an embodiment of the

invention. FIG. 8 shows a circuit schematic for an example implementation of the

temperature controller 60 of FIG. 7, according to an embodiment of the invention.

A thermoelectric element provides heating and cooling using a thermoelectric

effect. The thermoelectric effect is the direct conversion of temperature differences

to electric voltage, vice-versa. A thermoelectric device generates a voltage when

there is a different temperature on each side. Conversely, when a voltage is

applied to the thermoelectric device, thermoelectric device creates a temperature

difference. This effect can be used to generate electricity, measure temperature,

or change the temperature of objects. Because the direction of heating and cooling

is determined by the polarity of the applied voltage, thermoelectric devices are

efficient temperature controllers.



[0093] The circuits in FIGS. 7-8 are configured similar to those in FIGS. 5-6,

with an additional temperature comparator 10C set point at about e.g. 50°C, an

additional logic circuit L3, and a corresponding thermoelectric element driver. The

purpose of the temperature set point for temperature comparator 10C is such that

when battery ambient temperature in the battery box exceeds 50°C, the

temperature comparator 10C activates logic driver L3 which reverses polarity at

the thermoelectric element 185, causing it to cool battery ambient temperature

back to the set point 50°C in the battery box 165. The set conditions for logic driver

L3 include: (a) sensed battery voltage input to voltage comparator 8B is under

15.00V and over 13.40V, and (b) sensed temperature input to the temperature

comparator 10C is over 50° C. The logic (AND GATE) set condition for L 1 , L2, L3

are as follows:

pinl high + pin2 high = pin3 high (element driver 12 is ON)

pinl low + pin 2 high = pin3 low (element driver 12 is OFF)

pinl high + pin2 low = pin3 low (element driver 12 is OFF)

pinl low + pin2 low = pin3 low (element driver 12 is OFF)

[0094] The thermoelectric drivers 12 in FIGS. 7-8, are in H bridge

configuration with 20 ampere MOSFEFs. An H bridge is an electronic circuit that

enables a voltage to be applied across a load in either direction, often used to

reverse polarity in an intended application.

[0095] The input source of each temperature comparator is from the

temperature sensor 18 1 . As shown in FIG.6 and FIG.8, input pin3 of each

temperature comparator is connected to the sensor 18 1 , and input pin2 is

connected to a preset resistive value representing a set point temperature. The

preset values on pin2 of each temperature comparator will determine the set

condition of temperatures requirement. In one embodiment, the temperature set

points are programmable and can be set by an operator.



[0096] Each temperature comparator when activated compares the sensed

temperature variable value on pin3 to the temperature set point value on pin2. If

the pin3 input value is above pin2 value, the temperature compotator output pinl

becomes high, and when the pin3 input value drops below pin2 input value, the

comparator output pin 1 becomes low (e.g., high signal = 5V low signal = 0V).

[0097] The voltage comparator function is similar to temperature

comparators with respect to its inputs and outputs, however, the voltage

comparator provide an additional function that sets voltage upper and lower limits.

For example, comparator 8A voltage set upper and lower limits are 13.1 0V and

12.60V, respectively, and 8B voltage set upper and lower limits are 15.00V and

13.40V, respectively. The voltage source is from the battery voltage sense 6 .

Combining both temperature and voltage comparators output signals, the high and

low will allow the logic AND GATE driver to function to set conditions, detailed

above.

[0098] In one embodiment of the invention, the controller 60 does not

include the voltage comparator circuit 8 and trickle power circuit 9 .

[0099] Different temperatures affect internal chemical reaction rates, internal

resistance, and efficiency of batteries. An example of temperature affect on battery

state is summarized below:

Run times will vary as temperatures change:

Batteries are significantly less efficient under heavy discharges at lower

temperatures:

- Increasing efficiency as the temperature rises above 25°C (77°F).

- Decreasing efficiency as the temperature drops below 25°C (77°F).

Charge times will vary as temperatures change:



Batteries are significantly less efficient when being charged at lower

temperatures:

- Increasing efficiency as the temperature drops below 25°C (77°F).

- Decreasing efficiency as the temperature rises above 25°C (77°F).

Battery life will vary when operated at different temperatures:

Continued operation at higher temperatures will shorten battery life:

- Increasing life as the temperature drops below 25°C (77°F).

- Decreasing life as the temperature rises above 25°C (77°F).

[00100] FIG. 9 represents an example graphical representation of the overall

effect of temperatures on a battery in terms of battery life and capacity versus

ambient temperature surrounding the battery. As shown in FIG. 9, in one

example, the optimum battery operating conditions are when the temperature of

the ambient environment surrounding the battery is at about 25°C (77°F).

According to an embodiment of the invention, the controlled battery box 165

controls temperature within the battery box to maintain an optimum set of

conditions for efficiency of the battery 64 within the battery box 165, based on the

above parameters.

[001 01] As noted, according to embodiments of the invention, the controlled

battery box 165 includes one or more temperature control elements comprising

one or more passive temperature control elements and/or one or more active

temperature control elements. For example, for cold climate conditions, a battery

box 165 with one of the following configurations can be used: active temperature

control element only (heat pad) or passive temperature control element only

(insulation wrap). For extreme cold climate conditions, a battery box 165 with both

heat pad and insulation warp can be used. For warm or hot climate conditions, a

battery box 165 with a thermoelectric device provides cooling when ambient

temperatures rise and provides heating when ambient temperatures drop. The



electrical terminals of the active temperature control elements are electrically

coupled to the batteries via the temperature controller 60.

[001 02] In the description above, numerous specific details are set forth.

However, it is understood that embodiments of the invention may be practiced

without these specific details. For example, well-known equivalent components

and elements may be substituted in place of those described herein, and similarly,

well-known equivalent techniques may be substituted in place of the particular

techniques disclosed. In other instances, well-known structures and techniques

have not been shown in detail to avoid obscuring the understanding of this

description.

[001 03] Reference in the specification to "an embodiment," "one

embodiment," "some embodiments," or "other embodiments" means that a

particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the

embodiments is included in at least some embodiments, but not necessarily all

embodiments. The various appearances of "an embodiment," "one embodiment,"

or "some embodiments" are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiments.

If the specification states a component, feature, structure, or characteristic "may",

"might", or "could" be included, that particular component, feature, structure, or

characteristic is not required to be included. If the specification or claim refers to

"a" or "an" element, that does not mean there is only one of the element. If the

specification or claims refer to "an additional" element, that does not preclude

there being more than one of the additional element.

[001 04] While certain exemplary embodiments have been described and

shown in the accompanying drawings, it is to be understood that such

embodiments are merely illustrative of, and not restrictive on, the broad invention,

and that this invention not be limited to the specific constructions and

arrangements shown and described, since various other modifications may occur

to those ordinarily skilled in the art.



What is claimed is:

1. A battery container ( 165) for battery temperature control, comprising:

a housing (165H, 165C) including an enclosure for receiving a battery (64),

wherein at least a portion of the housing comprises a thermal insulation material

for insulating the interior of the enclosure against ambient temperature; and

a temperature control element ( 170, 172) disposed within the enclosure,

wherein the temperature control element reduces the rate of heat transfer between

the ambient and the interior of the enclosure.

2 . The battery container ( 165) of claim 1, wherein:

the temperature control element ( 170, 172) comprises a passive

temperature control element including thermal insulation.

3 . The battery container ( 165) of claim 2, wherein:

the housing ( 165H, 165C) comprises a rectangular container including a

bottom wall, side walls, and atop wall; and

the thermal insulation (170, 172) comprises an essentially planar thermal

insulation within the container for surrounding at least a portion of a battery when

placed in the container.

4 . The battery container ( 165) of claim 1, wherein:

the temperature control element comprises an active temperature control

element ( 185) that actively reduces the rate of heat transfer between the ambient

and the interior of the enclosure.

5 . The battery container ( 165) of claim 4, further comprising:

a controller (60) that in response to a signal indicating battery temperature,

controls the active temperature control element ( 185) for reducing the rate of heat

transfer between the ambient and the interior of the enclosure to maintain the



battery temperature within a selected temperature range. 6 . The battery container

(165) of claim 4, wherein:

in response to a first signal indicating battery temperature and a second

signal representing battery voltage, the controller (60) controls the active

temperature control element ( 85) to maintain the battery temperature within a

selected temperature range for essentially optimal battery operation status for

powering an electrical load.

7 . The battery container ( 165) of claim 4, wherein:

the controller (60) comprises a temperature comparator circuit ( 10) that

compares a signal indicating battery temperature to a signal indicating a

temperature set-point to detect a temperature difference therebetween; and

based on the detected difference the controller controls the active

temperature control element ( 185) to reduce the temperature difference.

8 . The battery container ( 165) of claim 7 wherein:

the controller (60) further comprises a voltage comparator circuit (8) that

compares a signal indicating battery voltage to a signal indicating a voltage set

point, to detect a battery state of charge; and

the controller controls the active temperature control element (185) to

reduce the temperature difference further based on said detected battery state of

charge.

9 . The battery container ( 165) of claim 4, wherein:

the active temperature control element comprises ( 185) an electrical

heating device.

10 . The battery container ( 165) of claim 9, further comprising:

a controller (60) that controls the active temperature control element ( 185)

for reducing the rate of heat transfer between the ambient and the interior of the



enclosure to maintain the battery temperature within a selected temperature range

for essentially optimal battery operation status for powering an electrical load.

11. The battery container ( 165) of claim 9, further comprising:

a passive temperature control element ( 170, 172) including thermal

insulation disposed within the container for surrounding at least a portion of a

battery when placed in the container.

12 . The battery container ( 165) of claim 4, wherein:

the active temperature control element ( 185) comprises a thermoelectric

device selectively providing heating or cooling for reducing the rate of heat transfer

between the ambient and the interior of the enclosure.

13 . The battery container ( 165) of claim 12, further comprising:

a controller (60) that controls the active temperature control element ( 185)

for reducing the rate of heat transfer between the ambient and the interior of the

enclosure to maintain the battery temperature within a selected temperature range

for essentially optimal battery operation status for powering an electrical load.

14. The battery container ( 165) of claim 12, further comprising:

a passive temperature control element including thermal insulation disposed

within the container for surrounding at least a portion of a battery when placed in

the container.

15 . The battery container ( 165) of claim 1, wherein:

the temperature control element comprises an active temperature control

device and a passive temperature control device.

16 . The battery container ( 165) of claim 1, wherein the battery (64) comprises a

battery for operating electrical components of an actuator for a lift gate device.



17 . A control system ( 180) for a battery container ( 165), the system comprising:

a temperature sensor (18) for sensing temperature within the container; and

a controller (60) that in response to a signal from the temperature sensor

controls an active temperature control element (185) for reducing the rate of heat

transfer between the ambient and the interior of the enclosure based on a selected

temperature.

18 . The control system (180) of claim 17, wherein:

in response to a first signal indicating battery temperature and a second

signal representing battery voltage, the controller (60) controls the active

temperature control element ( 185) to maintain a temperature within the battery

container above a selected temperature range.

19 . The control system (180) of claim 18, wherein:

the controller (60) maintains temperature within the battery container

between about - 10°C and 50°C.

20. The control system (180) of claim 19, wherein:

the controller (60) maintains said temperature within the container between

at about 25°C.

2 1 . The control system ( 180) of claim 17, wherein the battery comprises a

battery for operating electrical components of an actuator for a lift gate device.

22. The control system (180) of claim 17 wherein:

the controller (60) comprises a temperature comparator circuit ( 10) that

compares a signal indicating battery temperature to a signal indicating a

temperature set-point to detect a temperature difference therebetween; and

based on the detected difference, the controller (60) controls the active

temperature control element ( 185) to reduce the temperature difference.



23. The control system (180) of claim 22 wherein:

the controller (60) further comprises a voltage comparator (8) circuit that

compares a signal indicating battery voltage to a signal indicating a voltage set-

point, to detect a battery state of charge; and

the controller (60) controls the active temperature control element ( 185) to

reduce the temperature difference based on said detected battery state of charge.

24. A lift gate system ( 100), comprising:

a lift gate assembly (141 ) including a lifting platform coupled to a linkage

mechanism, and an actuator for moving the lifting platform via the linkage

mechanism;

a battery (64) for powering the actuator for moving the lifting platform;

a battery container ( 165) for housing said battery, the battery container

including an enclosure for receiving the battery, wherein at least a portion of the

housing comprises a thermal insulation material for insulating the interior of the

enclosure against ambient temperature; and

a temperature control element ( 170, 172) disposed within the enclosure,

wherein the temperature control element reduces the rate of heat transfer between

the ambient and the interior of the enclosure.

25. The lift gate system ( 100) of claim 24, wherein the temperature control

element comprises an active temperature control element ( 185).

26. The lift gate system ( 100) of claim 25, further comprising:

a temperature sensor ( 18 1) for sensing temperature within the battery

container; and

a controller (60) that in response to a signal from the temperature sensor

controls an active temperature control element ( 185) for actively reducing the rate

of heat transfer between the ambient and the interior of the enclosure to maintain

the battery temperature within a selected temperature range.



27. The lift gate system ( 100) of claim 26, wherein:

the controller (60) controls the active temperature control element ( 85) to

maintain the battery temperature within a selected temperature range for

essentially optimal battery operation status for powering an electrical load.

28. The lift gate system of claim 26 wherein:

the controller (60) comprises a temperature comparator circuit ( 10) that

compares a signal indicating battery temperature to a signal indicating a

temperature set point to detect a temperature difference therebetween; and

based on the detected difference, the controller (60) controls the active

temperature control element ( 185) to reduce the temperature difference.

29. The lift gate system of claim 28 wherein the controller comprises:

the controller (60) further comprises a voltage comparator (8) circuit that

compares a signal indicating battery voltage to a signal indicating a voltage set

point, to detect a battery state of charge; and

the controller (60) controls the active temperature control element ( 185) to

reduce the temperature difference based on said detected battery state of charge.

30. The lift gate system of claim 25, wherein:

the controller maintains temperature within the container between about -

10°C and 50°C.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 30 March 2013 (30.03.2013)

1 . A battery container (165) for battery temperature

control, comprising:

a housing (165H, 165C) including an enclosure for

receiving a battery (64), wherein at least a portion of the

housing comprises a thermal insulation material for

insulating the interior of the enclosure against ambient

temperature; and

a temperature control element (170, 172); and

a controller (60) that in response to a first signal

indicating battery temperature and a second signal indicating

battery voltage, controls the temperature control element to

maintain the battery temperature within a selected

temperature range.

2 . The battery container (165) of claim 1 , wherein:

the temperature control element (170, 172) comprises a

passive temperature control element including thermal

insulation .

3 . The battery container (165) of claim 2 , wherein:

the housing (165H, 165C) comprises a rectangular

container including a bottom wall, side walls, and atop wall;

and

the thermal insulation (170, 172) comprises an

essentially planar thermal insulation within the container

for surrounding at least a portion of a battery when placed

in the container.

4 . The battery container (165) of claim 1 , wherein:



the temperature control element comprises an active

temperature control element (185) .

5 . The battery container (165) of claim 4 , wherein:

in response to said signal indicating battery

temperature and said signal indicating battery voltage, the

controller controls the active temperature control element

(185) to maintain the battery temperature within a selected

temperature range.

6 . The battery container (165) of claim 4 , wherein:

in response to said first signal indicating battery

temperature and said second signal representing battery

voltage, the controller (60) controls the active temperature

control element (185) to maintain the battery temperature

within a selected temperature range for essentially optimal

battery operation status for powering an electrical load.

7 . The battery container (165) of claim 4 , wherein:

the controller (60) comprises a temperature comparator

circuit (10) that compares a signal indicating battery

temperature to a signal indicating a temperature set-point to

detect a temperature difference therebetween; and

based on the detected difference the controller controls

the active temperature control element (185) to reduce the

temperature difference.

8 . The battery container (165) of claim 7 wherein:

the controller (60) further comprises a voltage

comparator circuit (8) that compares a signal indicating

battery voltage to a signal indicating a voltage set point,

to detect a battery state of charge; and



the controller controls the active temperature control

element (185) to reduce the temperature difference further

based on said detected battery state of charge.

9 . The battery container (165) of claim 4 , wherein:

the active temperature control element comprises (185)

an electrical heating device.

10. The battery container (165) of claim 9 , wherein:

the controller (60) controls the active temperature

control element (185) to maintain the battery temperature

within a selected temperature range for essentially optimal

battery operation status for powering electrical components

of an actuator for a lift gate device.

11. The battery container (165) of claim 9 , further

comprising :

a passive temperature control element including thermal

insulation disposed within the container for surrounding at

least a portion of a battery when placed in the container.

12. The battery container (165) of claim 4 , wherein:

the active temperature control element (185) comprises a

thermoelectric device selectively providing heating or

cooling in response to the controller.

13. The battery container (165) of claim 9 , wherein:

the controller (60) activates the active temperature

control element (185) only when the battery voltage is within

a selected voltage range.

14. The battery container (165) of claim 12, further

comprising :



a passive temperature control element including thermal

insulation disposed within the container for surrounding at

least a portion of a battery when placed in the container.

15. The battery container (165) of claim 1 , wherein:

the temperature control element comprises an active

temperature control device and a passive temperature control

device, such that the controller controls the active

temperature control device.

16. The battery container (165) of claim 1 , wherein the

battery (64) comprises a battery for operating electrical

components of an actuator for a lift gate device.

17. A control system (180) for a battery container (165),

the system comprising:

a temperature sensor (18) for sensing temperature within

the container;

a voltage sensor for sensing voltage of a battery in the

container; and

a controller (60) that in response to a first signal

from the temperature sensor and a second signal from the

voltage sensor controls an active temperature control element

(185) to maintain the battery temperature within a selected

temperature range.

18. The control system (180) of claim 17, wherein:

in response to said first signal indicating battery

temperature and said second signal representing battery

voltage, the controller (60) controls the active temperature

control element (185) to maintain a temperature within the

battery container above a selected temperature range.



19. The control system (180) of claim 18, wherein:

the controller (60) maintains temperature within the

battery container between about -10°C and 50°C.

20. The control system (180) of claim 19, wherein:

the controller (60) maintains said temperature within

the container between at about 25°C.

21. The control system (180) of claim 17, wherein the

battery comprises a battery for operating electrical

components of an actuator for a lift gate device.

22. The control system (180) of claim 17 wherein:

the controller (60) comprises a temperature comparator

circuit (10) that compares a signal indicating battery

temperature to a signal indicating a temperature set-point to

detect a temperature difference therebetween; and

based on the detected difference, the controller (60)

controls the active temperature control element (185) to

reduce the temperature difference.

23. The control system (180) of claim 22 wherein:

the controller (60) further comprises a voltage

comparator (8) circuit that compares said signal indicating

battery voltage to a signal indicating a voltage set-point,

to detect a battery state of charge; and

the controller (60) controls the active temperature

control element (185) to reduce the temperature difference

based on said detected battery state of charge.

24. A lift gate system (100), comprising:



a lift gate assembly (141) including a lifting platform

coupled to a linkage mechanism, and an actuator for moving

the lifting platform via the linkage mechanism;

a battery (64) for powering the actuator for moving the

lifting platform;

a battery container (165) for housing said battery, the

battery container including an enclosure for receiving the

battery, wherein at least a portion of the housing comprises

a thermal insulation material for insulating the interior of

the enclosure against ambient temperature; and

a temperature control element (170, 172); and

a controller (60) that in response to a first signal

indicating battery temperature and a second signal indicating

battery voltage, controls the temperature control element to

maintain the battery temperature within a selected

temperature range.

25. The lift gate system (100) of claim 24, wherein the

temperature control element comprises an active temperature

control element (185) .

26. The lift gate system (100) of claim 25, further

comprising :

a temperature sensor (181) for sensing temperature of

the battery from a battery terminal post; and

wherein in response to a said first signal from the

temperature sensor and said second signal from the voltage

sensor, the controller controls the active temperature

control element (185) to maintain the battery temperature

within a selected temperature range.

27. The lift gate system (100) of claim 26, wherein:



the controller (60) activates the active temperature

control element (185) only when the battery voltage is within

a selected voltage range.

28. The lift gate system of claim 26 wherein:

the controller (60) comprises a temperature comparator

circuit (10) that compares a signal indicating battery

temperature to a signal indicating a temperature set point to

detect a temperature difference therebetween; and

based on the detected difference, the controller (60)

controls the active temperature control element (185) to

reduce the temperature difference.

29. The lift gate system of claim 28 wherein:

the controller (60) further comprises a voltage

comparator circuit (8) that compares a signal indicating

battery voltage to a signal indicating a voltage set point,

to detect a battery state of charge; and

the controller (60) controls the active temperature

control element (185) to reduce the temperature difference

based on said detected battery state of charge.

30. The lift gate system of claim 25, wherein:

the controller maintains temperature within the

container between about -10°C and 50°C.
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